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Montage drawing showing new proposal

Musical Fence

sound: noun
Vibrations that travel through the air or another medium
and can be heard when they reach a person’s ear
vi•sion: noun
The faculty or state of being able to see

Abstraction of

rod motion

Symbolic black water pool

Musical Fence

The musical fence was designed to visualize sound.
The project assigned us an artist, a physical impairment,
and a sculpture located at the deCordova Sculpture Park in
Lincoln, MA. This specific project was to site the sculpture,
The Musical Fence, so that a deaf musician could appreciate it. The following images show the alteration to both the
sculpture and the environment and how it responds to the
impaired artist.
The symbolic nature of the sculpture was designed to draw
you in. The sculpture was altered to fit in a 40’ by 40’ black
pool of water. This pool is designed with black stone and
an infinity edge giving the appearance of a floating square
in the landscape. By placing the sculpture in a shallow
pool of water, when it is touched it will vibrate sending ripples throughout the pool. The intention behind the design
was to allow a deaf musician to visually see sound.
To push the project further there will be more development
of the siting of the sculpture and how the pool will function
through the seasons.

Initial project sketch

Wall operates with a series of counter weights. They have a playful approach with adjacent spaces, rasing and lowering in front of windows

Artist Studio

con•nec•tion: noun
The action of linking one thing with another

Showing wall open and close

Montage highlighting components and material qualities

Artist Studio

The artist studio combines the art of music composition
and child artists under one structure.
This partner project was to allow the studio to work in pairs
to come up with a design that would suit each others artist.
The focus of this section is looking at the music composer
and how that structure related to both the other artist as
well as the surrounding site.
The curved roof draws your eye up, up, up, and out into the
site. Combined with a moveable wall the structure opens
itself up to the site inviting the surrounding environment in.
The small space, around 375 sf, can be completely enclosed giving the space a small intimate feeling, perfect
for a composer writing music. Whenever compositions are
finished, the wall will open up to the site and a musical
performance can take place.

Final model displaying operable wall
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Art School

per•for•mance: noun
The action or process of carrying out or accomplishing an
action, task, or fun activity

space: noun
a continuous area or expanse that is free, or available
an empty area left between, one-, two-, or three- dimensional points or objects: the space
between

Final model

Art School

Final model detail

Performance can be a funny thing. What is a performance? Is it where people gather and watch a film, a
concert, or a world famous musician? Or is performance
something completely different; a world-class chef preparing a meal, a photographer producing prints, or a glass
blower making a vase? The following project begins to
take a look at the preconceived notion of performance and
what it means in relation to space.
Each space in this object has more than one
use. This goes to prove that performance is simply not a
show, rather it is an action that carries various meaning.
The spaces in this object tend to overlap with spaces of
similar use. Let’s take for example, the exhibition space.
This space can be used as gallery space, musical performance, or fashion shows. These events can all happen in
one space because each, dare I say, performance, can
situate itself within the same program.
The spaces play off of the definition of performance created a literal pun for each spaces use. An example of this would be the elevator. No one likes to walk
onto an elevator full of people it creates an awkward space
that people cannot wait to exit. No one ever walks onto an
elevator and discusses how awkward it is; well now they
can. The toilet room is designed into the elevator showing
the literal awkwardness of riding in an elevator. When not
in use the toilet is just there mocking riders, making them
feel more uncomfortable than they already are. When the
toilet room is being used the elevator cannot be used causing people to have to wait for both the elevator and the
toilet.
The spaces are fun and meant to be playful, feel
free to do what you please in each space.
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